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Logging

Event notification is a critical subsystem of any Operating System environment and these 
events are stored as logs using a logging daemon. In Enterprise Linux 6 and Ubuntu we use 
the rsyslogd for logging our events. This daemon has support for logging local events as well 
as events happening remotely on other systems on a TCP/IP network. Logs do not have to be 
stored as files and for larger deployments we recommend and support logging events to a 
databases such as MySQL or PostGreSQL.

Install: # yum install -y rsyslog

Start: # service rsyslog start

Enable: # chkconfig rsyslog on

How the daemon works is that it listens for a events being sent on your system and it 
is matched by 2 items - a facility and a priority.  A facility represents a subsystem which 
is responsible for generating that message. These subsystems are predefined and the 
developer of a subsystem specifies whether 1) the subsystem supports the use of syslog, 2) 
which facility it uses by default and 3) whether the facility may be changed or if it’s statically 
linked..

The facilities are predefined and are used as follows:

Facility Subsystem it represents

auth Activity related to requesting name and password (getty, su, login)

authpriv Same as auth but logged to a file that can only be read by selected 
users

console Used to capture messages that would generally be directed to the 
system console

cron Messages from the cron task scheduler

daemon System daemons

ftp Messages relating to the ftp daemon

kern Kernel messages

local0 to local7 Local facilities defined per site
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lpr Messages from the line printing system

mail Messages relating to the mail system

news Messages relating to network news protocol (nntp)

user Regular user processes

uucp UUCP subsystem

Question: What facility does SSH use? I want to have a dedicated log file for SSH, is this 
possible?

Answer: Because the SSH daemon uses authentication it would naturally use the facility 
auth by default. This can be changed by going to the SSH daemon’s configuration file and 
instructing it to use another facility.

Question: Can facility be used by 1 subsystem at a time?

Answer: Multiple subsystems can share the same facility. A facility is a means of labelling an 
event generated and multiple subsystems may share that label (facility).

Question: Can additional facilities be created?

Answer: That is a yes and no answer. Yes, due to the nature of Open Source software, it is 
possible for you to create additional facilities but this is against the RFC for syslog (RFC 5424).

Priorities are also predefined and are as follows:
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Code Severity Keyword Description General Description

0 Emergency emerg 
(panic)

System is unusable. A "panic" condition usually 
affecting multiple apps/
servers/sites. At this level 
it would usually notify all 
tech staff on call.

1 Alert alert Action must be 
taken immediately.

Should be corrected 
immediately, therefore 
notify staff who can fix 
the problem. An example 
would be the loss of a 
primary ISP connection.

2 Critical crit Critical conditions. Should be corrected 
immediately, but indicates 
failure in a primary system, 
an example is a loss of a 
backup ISP connection.

3 Error err (error) Error conditions. Non-urgent failures, 
these should be relayed 
to developers or admins; 
each item must be 
resolved within a given 
time.

4 Warning warning 
(warn)

Warning 
conditions.

Warning messages, not 
an error, but indication 
that an error will occur if 
action is not taken, e.g. 
file system 85% full - each 
item must be resolved 
within a given time.

5 Notice notice Normal but 
significant 
condition.

Events that are unusual 
but not error conditions 
- might be summarized in 
an email to developers or 
admins to spot potential 
problems - no immediate 
action required.

6 Informational info Informational Normal operational 
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messages. messages - may be 
harvested for reporting, 
measuring throughput, 
etc. - no action required.

7 Debug debug Debug-level 
messages.

Info useful to developers 
for debugging the 
application, not useful 
during operations.

Priorities represent the urgency of a message, and based on your configuration you are able 
to specify that informational messages go to particular log file while erroneous messages are 
logged elsewhere.

The higher the number, the lower the priority. This makes debug the lowest priority and 
emerg the highest priority. Listing a lower priority includes the priorities superior to it. Should 
one use the priority err to match to events then it would include crit, alert, and emerg too.

The configuration file for the rsyslogd is /etc/rsyslog.conf and additional configuration files 
may be stored in /etc/rsyslog.d/ with the extension .conf.

The syntax used to match events are:

facility.priority /path/to/configuration

Example:

local4.notice /var/log/foo.log

Testing a syslog configuration may be done from the command line using the logger 
command as follows:

$ logger -p local4.notice This is a message being sent using the facility local4 and priority 
notice

Should your configuration be working, you should have the text “This is a message being sent 
using the facility local4 and priority notice” in your logfile /var/log/foo.log

!!! NOTE !!!
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Don’t forget to restart or at least reload your service after editing its configuration file

It is worthwhile to note that wildcards are supported in the rsyslog configuration.

*.* /var/log/all

This would match events to all facilities and all priorities and log them to /var/log/all

Lab Activity

Make sure that SSH is configured to use the faciity local4 and that all SSH events get sent to /
var/log/ssh.log
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